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COVER STORY ? Telstra sends more jobs to Asia 

Hutch numbers show VHA has slowed decline

Latest FAD consultation process begins

Apple?s half denial confirms iOS ?back door?

Cisco tops, but who?s number two?

TV stations meeting local content rules 

Australia a wireless leader and wired laggard 

Telstra to shut down 2G network

ACMA and AFP forum to fight child exploitation 

Aussie and Kiwi researchers raise the net 

IP Star to the rescue ? NBN interim satellite scheme gets much needed boost 
? and Vertigan cost-benefit report delayed

Smartphone sites better for digital marketers

Apple places iPhone 6 order on top of solid earnings
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ZipTel lands big SIM deal with Trafalgar Tours

ACMA hosts regional regulators? meeting ? ?strength in diversity?

Telstra readies 700MHz 4G trials in six centres
? as Optus launches 4G in Perth and Darwin

ECONOMUSE      Can we go faster and cheaper, please? 

Chorus in funding deal with CFH

Megaport goes wholesale 

Biotech boffins back Brocade 

OwnFone puts braille buttons on mobiles

Pandora hits two million in ANZ 

Microsoft sacks 18,000, kills Android and Nokia?s low end phones

Telco bonanza from connected car services

Huawei to trial 4G broadcast for BBC

Older Australians resist cutting the cord 

SPECIAL FEATURE      STREAMING MARKET HOTS UP
?    The never ending rumour ? Netflix to launch in Australia
?    ? and puts Quickflix in flux
?    ANALYSIS     Australians are artful geo-dodgers
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